
Product show

Wireless AP Bridge Gateway Switch Housing Smart
Home Router Plastic Shell Electronic Equipment
Chassis Box AK-NW-81

This is a perfect plastic enclosures for IAQ

* 【VENTS AROUND 】
The design of small vents around it is very conducive to
air flow, so as to test the temperature and humidity in
the air, particulate matter, and PM2.5, oxygen and
other gas monitoring

* 【Ceiling design】
In this way, it is more convenient to hang on the
ceiling, and the ceiling design can monitor a wider
range

【Infrared Sensitive Design】
The prominent part in the middle is the infrared
sensing function. This product can not only be used as
a temperature and humidity sensor for industrial IoT
agriculture, etc., but can also test human animals and
whether there are people in the room through infrared
rays, so as to control the lights or air conditioners to
turn off and save energy. , instant noodle energy waste,
realize low-carbon life







1.  Are we factory?
Yes,Our factory is in Zhejiang and Dongguan,our sales department is in Huaqiang North
Shenzhen

2.  What format needed for the drawing of customized enclosure?
Cutout drawing:CAD/PDF format
Silkscreen priting,sticker,laser carve drawing:PDF/CDR format

3.  Can I get some free samples?
Yes. We rarely provide free samples, Cuastmer should undertake shipping cost if we accept
to sent you free samples.

4.  What custom service do we provide?
Drill holes,silkscreen,sticker,change color,laser carve,acrylic plate, Brush oil, pvc lable,



open mold, UV protection etc.

5.  how can we guarantee quality?
Always a pre-production sample before mass production;
Always final Inspection before shipment;

6.  what can you buy from us?
Electronic Equipment Enclosure (Plastic Enclosure,Aluminum Enclosure,Iron Case)

7.  why should you buy from us not from other suppliers?
1)Advantages: Small orders and DIY design
2) Customizing processing and developing customizable private mold
3) design 3D Drawings drafts for customers
4)Help customers to design the products structure and appearance
5) Lead time is short.


